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"Sir, I just received news that the Third Guardian, the Fifth Guardian, and the Sixth Guardian have all been brought to the Dragon

Corps. The southern region's Dragon Corps has also announced that they're going to imprison the three of them," That man said

honestly.

"What?"

The moment that was said, the whole place stood up in shock.

They all thought that the Third Guardian's group should have already returned victoriously!

Yet they never would have expected that the three of them not only failed, they were somehow caught by the Dragon Corps!

It caught them completely off guard!

It was obvious how shocked they were!

Of course, they were not the only ones who were shocked, even the Southern Boss was completely caught off guard by the

news!

"Explain. What exactly happened? How did the Third Guardian's group get caught by the Dragon Corps for no reason?!" The

Southern Boss asked that man with a dark look on his face.

He ordered the Third Guardian's group to stay behind and assassinate Leon. It had nothing to do with the Dragon Corps!

Yet, they did not only fail in their task, they even fell to the southern region's Dragon Corps!

He could not understand how the Dragon Corps even got involved!

"That's right!"

"Why would the Dragon Corps' experts help Leon deal with the three of them for no reason?"

"T-that doesn't sound right!”

Hearing what the Southern Boss said, Rodney and the other experts realized something.

After that, they exchanged uncertain looks with each other.

It was obvious that all of them thought that the Dragon Corps' experts showed up to help Leon capture those three.

Otherwise, there was no way they would fail in killing Leon, considering how strong they were!

However, Leon had no connection with the Dragon Corps at all. Why would they suddenly help Leon deal with the Third

Guardian's group?

That was something they could not figure out!

"Sir, based on our information, the Third Guardian's group was not caught by the Dragon Corps' experts, but Leon.

After that, he brought them over to be prosecuted."

"What? You say that Leon captured the three of them?"

"H-How is that possible?!"

Hearing that, the Southern Boss and everyone else there were stunned!

They knew of the power of the Dragon Corps. If the Dragon Corps moved to capture the Third Guardian's group, then there was

nothing to be said!

They were more than capable of doing that!

Yet, they never expected that the Dragon Corps did not capture the three of them, but it was Leon instead!

It was just unbelievable!

They would not have believed it if they did not hear it themselves!

"Impossible! Leon's a weakling. How could he deal with the Third Guardian's group?!" The Southern Boss expressed his doubt.

"That's right!"

"Leon's just a weakling without any power or background. How could he be so capable?!"

The others said in disbelief.a
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